
 

TULSA GUN CLUB 
                                                         TRAP SINGLES LEAGUE 

                                                                    (Non-Registered) 

TRAP LEAGUE:  2/8/21 thru 4/4/21  

SIGN UP DEADLINE:  2/28/21 (Must make up targets from past weeks.) 

WEEKLY PROGRAM:  50 Singles 

FEE:  $10 (one time, 100% returned in weekly cash prizes). 

TARGETS:  All shooters will shoot at the member rate.  However, non-members will practice at the non-

member rate of $9.00/25 round.  (Memberships are available.) 

PRIZES:  Weekly cash prizes.  The Tulsa Gun Club will give target vouchers to the top 3 overall scores of 

the last 4 weeks.   

HANDICAP SYSTEM:   We will use the following handicap system to calculate league scores:  70% of each 

shooter’s average missed, will be added to their league scores with a maximum score of 49 unless a true 

50 straight is broken.  Example:  shooter has an average of 39 per 50 targets shot, their handicap will be 

calculated as such:  70% (50 – 39) = 7.7, therefore 8 targets will be added to their scores, if shooter 

breaks 38, his/her score for league will be 46.  If the same shooter breaks a score of 44, his/her league 

score will be the maximum score of 49.  During the first 4 weeks, each shooter’s handicap will be based 

on one of the following:  ATA average, last years Big 50 average, known average.  The second 4 weeks, 

handicaps will be calculated from averages during the first 4 weeks.  However, if shooter’s average is 

inconsistent with his/her ATA , Big 50 or know average, their handicap will be adjusted. 

SHOOTING FORMAT:  League scores can be shot on any day the club is open or with a lifetime member 

on any day.  Shooter must have a score keeper, which can be a friend or another shooter, (TGC staff 

members may score if/when available).  Scoresheets can be obtained and turned in at the clubhouse.   

When shooting practice rounds, shooter must declare their league scores prior to shooting them and all 

50 league targets must be shot consecutively.     

Each shoot week will be Monday thru Sunday.  Score sheets to be turned in each week by Sunday at 

closing time.  Shooters can shoot ahead as many scores as they wish and can also shoot  up to 3 weeks 

of make up targets.  Make up targets will be included for the last 4 weeks overall all prizes but will not 

be considered for weekly cash prizes.  Scores will be posted in the club house and emailed as soon as 

possible during the next week. 

Questions call 918-932-4029 


